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Abstract 
 

 
     The selection of “proper similarity measure” of color histograms is an essential 
consideration for the success of   many methods. The Histogram Quadratic Distance Measure 
(HQDM) is a metric distance. Till today, this method is supposed to be the better choice, But 
it holds a disadvantage that it can compute the cross similarity between all elements of 
histograms. Therefore, computationally it is more expensive. This paper proposes a method 
that is known as Integrated Histogram Bin Matching (IHBM) which is also a metric method, 
and overcomes the disadvantages of the HQDM. The proposed IHBM first matches the 
closest Histogram Bin Pair according to the distance matrix determined from color 
histograms, which satisfies the Monge condition. After matching histogram bins, the 
similarity measure is computed as a weighed sum of the similarity between histogram bin 
pairs, with weights determined by the matching scheme. The proposed IHBM is experimented 
on 1000 color images and results are compared with the existing methods. 
 
      Keywords: Image Retrieval, Similarity Measures, Histogram based Image Retrieval 
 

1. Introduction 
 
      Now a days in the field of multimedia technology, the Content based Image retrieval 
(CBIR) is proved to be one of the most exciting and fastest growing research area [1, 2, 3, 4, 
5]. The progress in automatic feature extraction and image content analysis had accelerated 
the development of new functionalities for searching, filtering, and accessing images based 
on perceptual features like color [6, 7, 8, 10], texture [9, 26] shape [10, 11], and spatial 
composition [12].The CBIR system retrieves the relevant images from the Image database, 
thus it addresses the problems of text based annotation system with high precision and recall. 
Further, it also reduces the semantic gap between user and the system. Though the perceptual 
features just like  color distributions and color layout  provide a poor analysis of the actual 
semantic content of the images, the content based query proved to be the best system for 
indexing and accessing images based on the similar visual features. In the literature, a good 
number of prototypes for image retrieval systems are proposed [1,2,5,13,14] which include 
Diogenes, Atlas, WISE, Image Rover, Web Seek, Image Scape, Web Seer, PictoSeek, 
WebMars, etc. 
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     One of the most commonly adopted technique for the applications related to Content 
Based Image Retrieval and Pattern Recognition, is itself histogram matching technique [15]. 
Any two patterns can be matched by matching corresponding histograms. The size of the 
histogram will be determined basically by the number of features and the resolution taken by 
each feature. The retrieval effectiveness is the crucial factors to value of the Histogram 
metrics. The Retrieval effectiveness exhibits the efficiency of histogram metric in capturing 
the subject. By measuring the impact in retrieving images, which are perceptually equal to 
query images, indicates perceptual image dissimilarity.  
     The demerits of Minkowski-form metrics [18] can be achieved by comparing only “like” 
bins. Quadratic form metrics [16, 18, 19], cross relation of the so called bins should be taken 
into account. By using pair wise weighting factors, the quadratic form metrics would compare 
all bins and weight of the inter bin distance. A quadratic-form metric for histogram based 
image retrieval [16] was developed by the IBM QBIC system [5, 6]. It is helpful to compare 

the cross bins, which require  2n operations for implementation. That is why it is more 
expensive. Hence, the proposed method, Integrated Histogram Bin Matching (IHBM) would 
lend its help to overcome the shortcomings of the Histogram Quadratic Distance Measure.  
      The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section (2) focuses on existing 
Histogram similarity measures , Section(3) focus on proposed IHBM, section(4) describes 
experimental Result, and section(5) describes the Conclusions. 

 
2. Overview of Existing Methods 
 
      This section presents some of the popularly existing histogram similarity measures [16, 
18, 19], namely, Histogram Intersection (HI), Histogram Euclidean Distance (HED) and 
Histogram Quadratic Distance Measures (HQDM). 
 
2.1 Histogram Intersection (HI) 
 
       Histogram Intersection [18, 19] is for color image retrieval and to find known objects 
within images using color histograms,                

DHI(q,t) = 




1

0

tq |(i)h - (i)h|
M

i

                              

Where DHI(q,t) is the distance between query image q and target image t, and hq  and ht are 
the color histograms of query and the target images respectively and m is the number of bins 
of histogram.  
 
2.2 Histogram Euclidean Distance (HED) 
 
      The Euclidean distance [18, 19] is, as follows: given histograms hq   and ht                                                   

 

DHED(q,t) = (hq – ht)
T(hq – ht) = 

21
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       DHED(q,t) is the distance between query image q and target image t, and hq and ht are the 
color histograms of query and the target images respectively, moreover, M is the number of 
bins of histogram.  
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The Figure.1 shown below represents the Minkowski distance measures stated above. 

 
                                                Figure 1. The Minkowski distance measures 
 
2.3 Histogram Quadratic Distance Measures (HQDM) 
 
      A Histogram Quadratic Distance Measure is used in IBM QBIC system for color 
histogram based image retrieval [16,18,19]. In [19], it is reported that quadratic distance 
metric between color histograms provides more desirable results than ”like-bins” that are only 
comparisons between color histograms. The quadratic form distance between histograms  hq 
and ht  given by 
 

DHQDM(q,t) = (hq - ht)
T A (hq - ht) 

 
      Where DHQDM(q,t)  is the distance between query image q and target image t, and hq  and 
ht are the color histograms of query and the target images respectively and A = [ai j ] and ai j 

denotes the similarity between image histograms with bins i and j. The Quadratic form metric 
is a true distance metric when ai j=aj i   and ai i =1. 
      The HQDM is computationally more expensive than the Minkowski form metrics since it 
computes the cross similarity between all histogram bins as shown in Figure.2. 

 
                                          Figure 2. The quadratic distance measure 
 
3. Proposed Method 
 
      The three main steps of the Proposed method is given below 
1. Conversion of RGB space into HSV space for    Quantization.  
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2. Compute the inter-bin distances matrix   HISTd (Q, T)  between all pairs of images.   
Where HISTd (Q, T) satisfies the monge property as given in equation 1 , Q is    query image  
and T is target image. 
3. Computation of similarity measure using the    proposed approach IHBM. 
 
3.1.1 HSV Color Space 
 

The determination of the optimum color space is an open problem, certain color spaces 
have been found to be well suited for the content-based query-by-color. The proposed method 
used HSV(Hue, Saturation and Value) Color space, because it is natural and is approximately 
perceptually uniform.  
 
3.1.2 HSV Quantization 
 

HSV Quantization gives 18 hues, 3 saturations, 3 values, and 4 gray levels, which results  
166 bins[19,20]  for each image. Then color histogram is computed for 166 bins, and then it 
is normalized. 
 
3.2 Distance between histogram bins 
 

To compute the distance between a bin pair, HISTd (Qi, Tj) is determined by the color 
characteristics of the histogram bins[20]. HISTd (Qi, Tj) can be computed  a priori, 
independent of the Query image and target images. A Monge distance matrix DQ,T   is 
computed from the HISTd (Qi, Tj)  which is constant[25]. This distance matrix satisfied 
Monge condition i.e. m × m matrices DQ,T = [di ,,j] which fulfill the so-called Monge 
property[21] given in equation 1. 
 
 
                        jijijiji dddd ,11,1,1,      ----  (1) 
 

                                  where mjmi  1,1  

 
Distance matrix DQ,T satisfies the discrete Monge condition. Then Hoffmann [25] pointed 

out that  greedy approach gives an optimal solution. 
 
3.3.1 Integrated Histogram Bin Matching (IHBM) 
 

IHBM (Integrated Histogram Bin Matching), is a novel metric Similarity measure to 
compare the color feature of quantized images. The main idea of this, consists of modeling 
the comparison of color-quantized images as a Transportation problem 
[21,22,23,24].Transportation model deals with the determination of a minimum-cost plan for 
transporting a commodity from a number of supply nodes to a number of demand nodes.  

 
 

At the time of the Partition the nodes are divided into two sets m and n, where nodes in m 
are supply nodes and nodes in n are demand nodes, and for each arc (i, j),  i is in m and j is in 
n. Let Z denote total transportation cost, let xij denote the no. of units shipped from supply 
node  i to demand node  j, and cij denote the cost of shipping a unit shipped from supply node 
i to demand node j. 
The general form of the Transportation problem is then 
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where si

 denotes Supply Constraints and dj denotes demand Constraints. 
 
For matching histogram bins of two images,  the closest histogram bin pair is considered 

first. If the bins are of the same size then the two most similar bins are matched otherwise a 
partial match occurs. This process is repeated until all the histogram bins are matched 
completely. After matching histogram bins, the similarity measure is computed as a weighted 
sum of the similarity between  histogram bin pairs, with weights determined by the matching 
scheme. This is known as Integrated Histogram Bin Matching (IHBM), which emphasizes the 
integration of histogram bins in the retrieval process. The Figure.3 represents the similarity 
measure mechanism of the proposed IHBM approach with 8 bins.  
     

 
                                           

Figure 3. IHBM approach 
 
3.3.2 Algorithm 
 
BEGIN 
1 DQ,T = HISTd (Q, T) 
2  Detect and compute the Monge sequence 
    d i ,j + d i+1,  j+1  ≤  d i+1 , j  +  d i ,  j+1 
3   for each pair of histogram Bins Qi Є Q and Tj Є T 
4   Qi .status = 0 
5  Tj  .status = 0 
6   sort out the computed distances DQ,T in non-decreasing order 
7  DIHBM  = 0 
8   for each distance DQ,T in non- decreasing order 
9         if Qi . status = Tj . status = 0 
10                   if Qi . size < Tj . size 
11                       w = Qi . size 
12                       Tj . size = Tj . size  -  w 
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13                       Qi . status = 1 
14                 else 
15                       w = Tj. size 
16                       Qi  . size = Qi . size -  w 
17                       Tj . status = 1 
18                       if Qi . size = 0 then Qi . status = 1 
19       DIHBM = DIHBM  + w × DQ,T  
20 END 
 
3.3.3 Metric property 
 

To prove the proposed similarity measure, DIHBM(Q,T) satisfies the conditions : non-
negativity, commutative and triangle inequality, the following proofs are given. 
 
1. DIHBM(Q,T) has non-negativity property: DIHBM(Q,T) ≥ 0. 
 
Proof: DIHBM(Q,T) is nothing but the sum of DQ,T and each DQ,T has non-negativity property. 
Therefore, DIHBM(Q,T) also has the non-negativity by definition. 
 
2. DIHBM(Q,T) has commutative property: DIHBM(Q,T)= DIHBM(T,Q). 
 
3. DIHBM satisfies the triangle inequality property: 
DIHBM(P,Q) ≤ DIHBM(Q,R) +  DIHBM(R,P) . 
 
Proof. Let the assignments Pi→ Qi be the assignments of DIHBM(P,Q) . Let  Qi→ Ri be the 
assignments of DIHBM(Q,R) . Then Pi is assigned to Qj  by Pi →Qi →Ri. Now by considering  
 DP,R ≤ DP,Q + DQ,R because D  has Monge property. And DIHBM(P,Q) is an optimal greedy 
solution satisfies  Monge Sequence. Since DIHBM = DIHBM  + w × D ,then DIHBM(P, R) ≤ 
DIHBM(Q, R) +  DIHBM(R, P). Therefore DIHBM(P, Q) ≤ DIHBM(Q, R) +  DIHBM(R, P) . 
 

4. Experimental Results 
 

The proposed method IHBM and Histogram Intersection (HI), Histogram Euclidean 
Distance (HED) and Histogram Quadratic Distance Measures (HQDM) are applied on the 
following red rose flower, elephant and horse image. The retrieval effectiveness is measured, 
based on the Precision rate of all the four methods considered and they are listed in the tables. 
Recall measure that indicates the proportion of the relevant images returned is also evaluated 
for all the images considered, on all the four methods.  

The Query image and retrieved relevant images of red rose, elephant and horse images are 
shown in Figure. 4, 7 and 10 respectively for all the four methods considered. 

The precision Vs the number of images returned and precision Vs Recall for the red rose, 
elephant and horse images are plotted for the four methods considered in the Figure.5,6, 8,9 
and 11,12 respectively. 
 
  Query 1: Red rose 
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Figure 4. The results of the query image and retrieved relevant images of HI, 

HED, HQDM and IHBM methods for the image Red rose 
 

Table1. Precision for TOP 5, 10 and 20 images 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Table 1 clearly indicates the IHBM, HI and HQDM methods shows the similar results 
which are superior than HED method for Top 5 and Top 10 red rose images.  For TOP 20 red 
rose images, IHBM outperform the other three methods.   

 

 
Figure 5. Precision Vs No. of Images returned for Red rose image 

 

Red rose  HI HED HQDM IHBM 
TOP 5 5 4 5 5 
TOP 10 10 9 10 10 
TOP 20 18 15 18 19 
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Figure 6. Precision Vs Recall for red rose image 

 
Query 2: Elephant  
 

 
Figure 7. The results of the query image and retrieved relevant images of HI, 

HED, HQDM and IHBM methods for the image elephant 
 

Table 2. Precision for TOP 5, 10 and 20 images 
 

Elephant HI HED HQDM IHBM 
TOP 5 4 4 4 3 
TOP 10 4 4 4 7 
TOP 20 4 4 6 10 

 
For elephant image, the proposed IHBM method clearly outperforms the remaining three 

methods as shown in Table 2. The Table 3 shows the same precision results for all the four 
methods considered. 
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                                Figure 8. Precision Vs No. of Images returned for Elephant image 
 
   

 
                                             Figure 9. Precision Vs Recall for Elephant image 
 
Query 3: Horse 

 
 

Figure 10. The results of the query image and retrieved relevant images of HI, 
HED, HQDM and IHBM methods for the image horse 

 
 

Table 3. Precision of HI, HED, HQDM and IHBM for TOP 5, 10 and 20 images 
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Figure 11. Precision Vs No. of Images returned for Horse image 

 

 
                                         Figure 12.  Precision Vs Recall for horse image 
 

5. Conclusions 
 

The proposed IHBM is experimented on 1000 color images and the experimental results 
with the help of tables and graphs clearly indicate the proposed method IHBM is more 
accurate and efficient than the three existing methods i.e. HI, HED and HQDM. The proposed 
method is proved as metric, which satisfies non-negativity, commutative and triangle 
inequality properties.  
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